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OFFSHORE TAX ISSUES:
REINSURANCE AND HEDGE FUNDS
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2007

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in
room SD–215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Conrad, Lincoln, Wyden, Salazar, Grassley,
Hatch, Lott, Bunning, and Roberts.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
Benjamin Franklin said, ‘‘In this world, nothing can be said to
be certain, except death and taxes.’’
Today we will examine how some folks are going far afield in this
world to make their taxes far less certain. We will look at how people go offshore to avoid taxation in three settings: insurance, hedge
funds, and personal compensation.
The first setting that we will examine is insurance. Insurance
companies make a living by doing two things: they assess premiums based on the prediction of the likelihood of events against
which they insure—that is called underwriting—and they also
make money by investing the premiums that they collect until they
have to pay out claims. If they are good at those two jobs, they
make a profit.
Customers buy insurance from insurance companies to guard
against the risk of fire, disaster, or some other calamity. In exchange for paying premiums, the customers shift some of their risk
to the insurance companies. Insurance companies also buy insurance. Property and casualty insurance companies pay premiums to
reinsurance companies in exchange for shifting some of their risk
to the reinsurance company.
Sometimes the reinsurance company is also the parent company
of the property and casualty insurance company. In that case, the
property and casualty insurance company shifts risk to their parent reinsurance company at something less than an arm’s length
transaction.
Here is where the tax avoidance comes in. Some parent insurance companies set their headquarters in low-tax jurisdictions, like
Bermuda. Subsidiary property and casualty insurance companies
shift risk to the Bermuda parent. Because of Bermuda’s low tax
(1)
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burden, the Bermuda parent can get a greater after-tax return on
their investment activities.
As a result, subsidiary property and casualty insurance companies can charge lower premiums for their insurance. They get a
competitive advantage over insurance companies doing business in
jurisdictions that tax investments.
The second setting that we will examine today involves hedge
funds. Foundations and other nonprofits are some of the largest investors in the world. The law requires a nonprofit investor that invests directly in hedge fund partnerships to pay the unrealized
business income tax, otherwise known as UBIT.
The policy behind the law is that tax-exempt entities should not
be able to have an unfair advantage over taxpaying entities doing
the same thing. To avoid UBIT, nonprofit investors sometimes invest in hedge funds through offshore entities incorporated in lowor no-tax jurisdictions, such as the Cayman Islands or Bermuda.
These offshore entities are called blockers.
The third setting we will examine today is the compensation of
hedge fund managers. Hedge fund managers receive fees from offshore blocker corporations used by nonprofits and foreign investors.
Some hedge fund managers elect to defer their income, and deferring income means you pay taxes later, which is the same as a significant tax savings.
In each of these three settings, people can argue that there are
legitimate business reasons for the offshore transaction, and in
each of these three settings people can legitimately question whether someone is avoiding paying their taxes.
So today we will see whether Ben Franklin was right about the
certainty of taxes in this world. We will see whether there are
parts of this world where people can get away without paying
taxes, and we will examine whether this is something, unlike
death, that we can do something about.*
Senator Grassley?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHUCK GRASSLEY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this hearing
on a very important subject that involves not only tax policy, but
the competitiveness of our businesses and services in this country.
Because we are an increasingly global economy, U.S. businesses
face foreign competitors here at home, as well as in foreign markets. Under our system of taxing active business income, U.S.owned businesses are taxed on their worldwide income, but deferral for active income helps them then to better compete in the foreign markets.
We tax foreign-owned businesses only on their income that is sufficiently connected to the United States. Now, concern about competition in the U.S. market often focuses on rules to prevent foreign-owned businesses from inappropriately stripping their U.S.
tax base. The earnings stripping rule provides one example.
* For additional information on this subject, see also, ‘‘Present Law and Analysis Relating to
Selected International Tax Issues,’’ Joint Committee on Taxation staff report, September 24,
2007 (JCX–85–07).
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3
Our international tax system can affect the competitiveness of
U.S. businesses, both here and abroad. The insurance industry,
which we are examining today, is one illustration of that fact. To
help U.S. insurers compete in foreign markets, the tax code allows
them to defer U.S. tax on their active foreign insurance income.
This rule expires after 2008, but it has broad bipartisan support.
In U.S. markets, however, domestic insurers have revived the
claim that our tax rules place them at a disadvantage relative to
their foreign-based competitors. Our tax code has rules designed to
address this issue. But if there is a problem, then by definition
those rules would be inadequate.
The reinsurance business is primarily located in London, in Germany, in Switzerland, and in Bermuda, but Bermuda has received
the most attention. One industry publication refers to the Bermuda
reinsurance model as the ‘‘better mousetrap’’ for insuring U.S. risk
because of its tax efficiency.
Proponents of change are not pushing for tax relief for themselves to level the playing field. Instead, they are pushing to
change the way their foreign-based competitors are taxed. But let
us not put the cart before the horse. Before we try to figure out
how to solve a problem, we need to determine whether or not a
problem exists, and, if so, we need to define it better. This hearing
is part of that analysis.
The other two issues we will be examining relate to offshore
hedge funds. We have all seen the picture of the Ugland House in
the Cayman Islands as a registered address for—can you believe
it?—12,748 companies. A good number of those companies are
there because of hedge fund investment structures that they have.
Speaking of tax-efficient mouse traps, hedge funds are structured
in a very tax-efficient manner. Each structural component serves
a specific tax objective. U.S. taxable investors invest through a
partnership, and the manager is compensated with carried interest.
For the investor, this serves the objective of permitting de facto
deduction for the manager’s fees that would otherwise be limited.
For the fund manager, it permits some conversion of ordinary income to capital gains and avoidance of Medicare tax.
On the other side of the structure, foreign and tax-exempt investors, like pension plans and university endowments, invest in
hedge funds through offshore blocker corporations, and the fund
manager receives, then, an incentive fee. By using this structure,
the tax-exempt investor avoids unrelated business taxable income,
while the fund manager is able to defer tax on a non-limited portion of the incentive fee through a non-qualified deferred compensation arrangement.
This committee should analyze the underlying policy of the debt
financing rules. I am concerned that tax-exempt organizations are
so easily able to plan around those rules with offshore structures.
We should also examine these deferred compensation arrangements. We will be looking at these issues at this hearing, and so
that is why it is very important, Mr. Chairman, for us to recognize
your leadership on bringing these things to our attention and
bringing some rationale behind it.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator, very much.
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Our first witness this morning will be Senator Dorgan, who has
been an outstanding leader on the issue of offshore tax havens.
Welcome, Senator, to the committee. You have done a lot of work
in this area, and we are delighted to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF HON. BYRON L. DORGAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NORTH DAKOTA

Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I will be
mercifully brief. I know you have another panel this morning. But
thank you for allowing me to say a few words,
First of all, I think that your attention to tax havens, tax avoidance, and tax abuse is very important, and I appreciate the committee’s work on it. I want to, because of the opening statements,
make one point before I talk about three pieces of legislation.
That point is, there is a fair amount of discussion around these
days that the United States has one of the highest corporate tax
rates, and therefore we are anti-competitive or we are put at a
competitive disadvantage internationally. I obviously understand
why that is moving around and the urgency of it from the standpoint of some.
It should be noted, however, that the issue is not tax rates. The
issue is, what is the effective tax burden that is paid? In fact, while
we perhaps do have higher tax rates than some other countries, the
effective tax burden that is paid in this country puts us right near
the bottom of the 29 or so OECD countries.
The effective tax rate paid in this country by corporations is not
the 35 percent rate. It is somewhere around 17 to 18 percent. So
I just wanted to make that point, because there is this urgency
about the notion that somehow we are anti-competitive because of
the rates. The taxes paid are what is important.
And part of the reason we have lower tax burdens is because of
the things that you are holding hearings on, and that is, tax avoidance. Let me talk about several areas. We are at war, and still
there is a thriving, aggressive industry in our country to figure out
ways that people and enterprises could avoid paying taxes to our
government.
I think my colleague from Iowa mentioned this chart I brought
you, which many of us have used—I used it a couple of years ago
in a book I wrote—‘‘Five-Story Cayman Islands Building Called
Ugland House Home to 12,748 Companies.’’
Incidentally, that is from some enterprising reporting by a
Bloomberg reporter named David Evans. I called David Evans
when I first saw this a couple of years ago. He went down to the
Cayman Islands, and that is a pretty enterprising piece of reporting, because I think it can be called disgusting when you take a
look at that, a 5-story white building that is the official home to
12,748 corporations.
There is only one reason for them to have a fictitious address in
the Cayman Islands, and that is to avoid paying taxes. That is the
heart of what I want to talk about with respect to three pieces of
legislation that I hope you will consider as you take a look at the
agenda that you have today, and in the future.
One is on curbing U.S. corporate subsidiaries’ offshore tax haven
abuses, S. 396, that I have put together with a couple of colleagues.
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As you know, this committee passed legislation that addressed the
problem of corporate inversions some years ago, but frankly that is
just really the tip of the iceberg. U.S. companies routinely are setting up foreign tax haven subsidiaries offshore to avoid paying
their taxes to this country.
The New York Times had a report that I think hit it on the head.
Instead of moving headquarters offshore, many companies are simply placing patents on drugs, ownership of corporate logos, techniques for manufacturing processes, and other intangible assets in
tax havens. Then, they charge their subsidiaries in higher tax
locales, including the U.S., for the use of these intellectual properties. That allows the companies to take profits in these tax havens and pay far less in taxes.
You know of a report that we had done. Fifty-nine of the 100
largest publicly traded companies that have a lot of contracts with
the Federal Government had established hundreds of offshore subsidiaries in tax haven countries.
So even while they are aspiring to do business with the Federal
Government, they are at the same time, on the other hand, finding
ways to avoid paying taxes by establishing offshore tax havens. The
Enron Corporation, of course, was the poster child for many of
these. They had 441 subsidiaries in the Cayman Islands alone.
So let me thank you for your work on those issues and ask you
to consider S. 396. S. 396 will essentially say, if you are moving
your businesses to a tax haven but you are not really moving businesses, just paper, and you are not engaged in real and active business in the tax haven, we tax your tax haven subsidiary as a domestic company.
If you have real and active business in that tax haven, this legislation would not impact you. I think that would be a piece of legislation that would have great merit in shutting down some of these
perverse strategies to avoid paying taxes.
Second, very quickly, the issue of runaway plants. As you know,
we now have an incentive that says, close your business, get rid of
your employees, move your production overseas, and we will give
you a tax break. I do not propose that we alter all of that, but I
propose this. If you close your plant, get rid of your employees,
move your production overseas, and then ship that production back
into this marketplace, you lose deferral for that portion of income.
If your strategy is to exercise opportunity in our marketplace by
moving your production elsewhere, you should not be able to gain
the tax deferral break as a result of that opportunity.
So I do not propose we end all deferral, but I propose we end deferral opportunities in that circumstance, because we really do provide a tax break now for people who decide they are going to move
their production and sell back into this country—and, by the way,
we will give you a tax break for doing it.
Finally, on the issue of SILOs, first of all, thank you for the work
you have done on that. I think this committee should be complimented. I would suggest, however, perhaps what is considered a
more radical approach, and that is to move the effective date.
If, in fact, the Sale-In/Lease-Out transaction by which a U.S.
bank purchases a sewage system in Germany is abusive prospectively, it is also abusive retroactively. We have effectively said,
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6
with legislation that has been passed, you cannot do it anymore,
it is wrong. But those transactions, up to a certain date, we will
recognize.
I think things that are abusive prospectively are abusive retroactively, and I seldom ever counsel that we do things retroactively
in the tax code. This, clearly, is one where we ought to shut it all
down and do it now.
So let me thank you for accepting my testimony. I served on the
House Ways and Means Committee for 10 years, and, as Senator
Conrad was, was Tax Commissioner for my State. I have a significant interest in these issues, and I appreciate very much the attention to some of these issues at this morning’s hearing, and Mr.
Chairman and Ranking Member, at other hearings that you have
had as well. I think this is a very important issue to tackle.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator, very much. You have made
a major contribution.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dorgan appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I also want to acknowledge the contribution to
the investigation of offshore tax havens by Senators Levin and
Coleman, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
Senator DORGAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. They have done a lot of work here, and they have
asked me to so acknowledge. I gladly told them I would. They are
doing great work.
Senator DORGAN. Senator Levin is a co-sponsor of S. 396 as well.
The CHAIRMAN. Right. Thank you, Senator, very much. I appreciate it.
I would now like to introduce our next panel. The first witness
is William Berkley, founder and chairman of the insurance company, W.R. Berkley Corporation. Then Donald Kramer, chairman
and CEO of Ariel Reinsurance, Limited. The third witness is Suzanne Ross McDowell, partner in the law firm of Steptoe and Johnson. Next, Daniel Shapiro from London, a partner in the law firm
of Shulte, Roth, and Zabel. Next, Dr. Jane Gravelle of the Congressional Research Service, who will discuss her research on endowments and college tuition. The last witness is Lynne Munson, from
the Center for College Affordability and Productivity.
Thank you all for coming. Your full statements will automatically
be included in the record, but I urge you to keep your oral statements to 5 minutes. Since we have so many witnesses here this
morning, I will be enforcing that rule a little more strictly.
Mr. Berkley?
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. BERKLEY, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT, CEO, AND COO, W.R. BERKLEY CORPORATION, GREENWICH, CT

Mr. BERKLEY. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Grassley, and
members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before you today
to discuss a serious problem in our current tax system, a problem
that provides a significant competitive advantage to certain foreign
property and casualty insurance companies that have a capital
base in no-tax or low-tax countries.
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Reinsuring from a subsidiary in the United States to a parent or
affiliate located in a tax-favorable jurisdiction allows our foreigndomiciled competitors to avoid paying tax on both underwriting
and investment profits on much of their business written in the
U.S.
This problem, which originated in practice approximately 20
years ago, has already caused significant migration of insurance
capital abroad. If left unchecked, this will cause much more of the
U.S. capital base to migrate abroad, and ultimately the future of
our domestic insurance industry will be threatened.
This is clearly one of the most important issues faced by my company since I founded it over 40 years ago. I am presently chairman
and chief executive of W.R. Berkley Corporation, one of the country’s largest commercial lines property and casualty insurance providers. We do in excess of $5 billion in premiums, and have assets
of over $15 billion.
But I am not here representing just my company, but also a coalition of U.S.-domiciled insurers who write the majority of commercial insurance in the United States. Our members include some of
the largest companies, as well as a number of middle-sized companies. These companies employ over 150,000 people and have assets
in excess of a trillion dollars.
The property and casualty industry is critical to the U.S. economy. It is the segment of the financial service sector that allows
all others to operate with enough predictability to give confidence
to the lenders and investors.
The problem today is, foreign-domiciled insurers are able to write
the exact same business as my company through U.S. subsidiaries
and can escape paying much U.S. tax by reinsuring this business,
directly or indirectly, to an affiliate located in a tax-favored location. Thus, two companies can write exactly the same business at
the same price, and the foreign-domiciled company will move their
profits out of the reach of our tax system through a contract with
itself and a bookkeeping entry.
The result of such transactions, which over the past 10 years
have grown from $4 billion to over $30 billion, is a loss of revenue
of many billions of dollars to the U.S. Treasury. These offshore reinsurers are merely optimizing the results for their shareholders,
but over the long run if the current situation continues, it will
prove to be uneconomic for companies like mine, or other members
of our coalition, to be effective competitors while domiciled in the
U.S.
The legislation which we desire is not meant to disadvantage the
offshore-domiciled companies, but is merely an attempt to help
level the playing field. Of course, each of these non-U.S.-based
groups always has the option of putting their U.S. business into a
U.S. taxpayer.
A few facts that I would like to point out about the U.S. property
and casualty business: it contributes 2.4 percent to the Nation’s
GDP; it has total assets of approximately $1.5 trillion; it accounts
for 15 percent of all investments in municipal bonds; it directly employs 650,000 people, and indirectly employs an additional 1.5 million; and it pays more than $22 billion in taxes.
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8
This concern is not without precedent. A little over 30 years ago,
one of my company’s operating units helped to organize the Reinsurance Association of America. Today, only two members of this
association are U.S.-domiciled, ourselves and General Reinsurance.
Let us not have the direct insurance industry follow the path of
the reinsurers. If no action is taken, there is the potential for significant long-run impact. As well, it will not necessarily be immediate, but could certainly be considerable over an extended period
of time.
We could have increased cost of borrowings from municipalities,
as the property and casualty industry no longer has reason to invest in municipal securities. It could have a more subtle impact
when such an important industry no longer comes under the legal
purview of our government and no longer has the same societal
commitment.
I very much appreciate this committee’s attention to this important matter. It warrants prompt action.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Berkley.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berkley appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Now, Mr. Kramer?
STATEMENT OF DONALD KRAMER, CHAIRMAN AND CEO,
ARIEL REINSURANCE, HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you. And thank you for allowing me to appear here. I am the chairman and CEO of a Bermuda reinsurance
company, Ariel Reinsurance. I have been the CEO of a prior company that was formed in 1993 in response to Hurricane Andrew.
The fact is, business owners look to insurance to spread risk.
That allows risk to be done at more efficient levels and at better
costs. Reinsurance companies, in turn, allow insurance companies
to spread risk. Therefore, there is a transfer of risk that keeps
costs relatively or comparatively low.
The fact is, there is no free lunch. When you cede reinsurance,
you cede risk. Reinsurance facilitates efficient operation. The reinsurance industry is used extensively within United States industry.
A substantial percentage of U.S. insurers cede more than half of
the gross premiums they write to reinsurers, and affiliate reinsurance is used routinely within the United States for valid reasons,
not necessarily tax reasons.
Just for example, my distinguished colleague, Mr. Berkley, his
affiliated companies cede between 3 and 100 percent of premium
to affiliated companies within the group, so clearly there are substantial business reasons for ceding reinsurance to affiliates beyond
simple tax considerations.
Reinsurance allows companies to pool risks and enables them to
put the risk where capital is. More than half the reinsurance purchased each year by U.S. reinsurance companies happens to be
from non-U.S. reinsurers. It is a global business.
Hurricane Katrina reinforced this point, since approximately 50
percent of the claims paid for Hurricane Katrina losses came from
non-U.S. carriers. Bermuda companies alone generated 24 percent
of those losses, and not one penny was offset by U.S. tax. It was
ceded tax-free to the U.S. business.
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The associated Bermuda insurers and reinsurers generate business income actually from more than 100 countries from around
the world. It is certainly not correct to describe Bermuda as a market that solely serves the United States.
Now, the U.S. has experienced four insurance market crises over
the last 30 years, when the U.S. industry was either unable or unwilling to provide insurance capacity. In each of those cases, the
market responded to the crisis by providing capital for funds to create new reinsurers to fill the demand shortage. They had specialty
expertise in catastrophe.
The principal area of that capital influx was to Bermuda. But
why? It was simply because of ease of entry to Bermuda, which had
a credible regulatory environment and had a sound operational infrastructure. That allowed reinsurance companies to enter the market on a timely basis. This was not possible in the United States
under the highly fragmented and difficult State insurance regulatory system.
So Bermuda was there when the U.S. market needed us, following Hurricane Andrew, following the World Trade Center disaster, following Hurricanes Wilma, Rita, and Katrina, and in fact
it began in 1983 when the U.S. market had a capacity shortage in
excess liability, which led to the creation of ACE and XL (Bermuda’s two largest insurers).
The Association of Bermuda Insurers and Reinsurers (ABIR)
paid approximately $2 billion in losses from the 2001 U.S. terrorist
attacks. It paid approximately $5 billion in claims from the 2004
Florida hurricanes, and approximately $17 billion in claims from
2005 Hurricanes Wilma, Rita, and Katrina. So collectively, in just
6 years these carriers paid $25 billion in catastrophe losses, and,
as I said, not one penny was deducted from U.S. tax returns. That
is just an important thing. We were there when it was needed.
According to an economic analysis provided to the association,
Bermuda carriers’ hurricane claims provided enough funds to rebuild 45,000 homes in Louisiana, 24,000 homes in Mississippi, and
12,000 homes in Florida. In addition to the claim statements for rebuilding businesses and lost income, Bermuda insurers helped return more than 9,000 employees to work in Louisiana and nearly
5,000 employees to work in Mississippi.
Not only that, in 2005, Bermuda carriers accounted for 57 percent of total net premiums written in the U.S. crop insurance market. In 2005, in Iowa the average Bermuda company wrote $36.5
million in coverage, enough to cover 3,150 farms. In total, Bermuda
companies may insure more than 50,000 Iowa farms.
Now, 14 of the ABIR association members have U.S. subsidiaries.
These companies are fully subject to U.S. taxation. The membership of ABIR and its affiliated companies employ 17,000 people
around the world, including 9,600 in the United States. Our economic consultants estimate that our members’ U.S. employees, in
turn, lead to the employment of an additional 95,000 people.
We are always asked, why Bermuda? I said earlier, it was ease
of entry. There is no free lunch. If there is ease of entry, there is
also competition. That, in fact, becomes a self-regulating market.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to ask you to summarize,
please, Mr. Kramer.
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Mr. KRAMER. I am sorry, sir.
All I can say is, Bermuda has become a source of capacity for the
United States. It has lowered costs. And while people have tried to
use the term ‘‘affiliate reinsurance’’ as comparable to ‘‘borrowing affiliates,’’ the truth is, there is real risk transfer. Bermuda has
maintained those risks and sustained losses in accordance with
taking those risks.
Thank you so much. I am sorry for going over.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Kramer, very much. Not a problem. Thanks very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kramer appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. McDowell?
STATEMENT OF SUZANNE ROSS McDOWELL, PARTNER,
STEPTOE AND JOHNSON, LLP, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. MCDOWELL. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking Member, and members of the committee, thank you for inviting me to appear before
you today. My name is Suzanne Ross McDowell. I am a partner in
the law firm of Steptoe and Johnson here in Washington, DC. My
practice focuses on the law of tax-exempt organizations.
In the 1980s, I served in the Office of Tax Policy at the Treasury
Department and was responsible for issues relating to tax-exempt
organizations, including issues relating to debt-financed income
rules.
Since leaving the Treasury Department, I have written academic
papers and given presentations on this subject. My testimony today
will focus on the debt-financed income rules. It represents my
views, not those of my law firm, any client, or any other organization.
Let me begin with a brief overview of current law. For over 50
years, congressional policy has been to exclude most types of investment income from the Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT).
However, if the investment income is derived from property that
was acquired with debt, the income is taxed under the debt-financed income rules. Thus, these rules are an exception to the general congressional policy of exempting investment income of taxexempt organizations from tax.
The original purpose of the debt-financed income rules, however,
was not so broad. Rather, when enacted in 1969, these rules were
intended to foreclose abusive sale/leaseback transactions that permitted businesses to sell property to tax-exempt organizations in
transactions that converted ordinary income of the business to capital gains and allowed the tax-exempt purchaser to buy the property over time, while investing little or none of its own capital.
As is well known, the unrelated debt-financed income rules can
be avoided on securities and financial products by investing
through foreign corporations referred to as blocker entities.
At first blush, blocker entities look like a loophole that should be
shut down. However, blocker entities are frequently used to avoid
the application of the debt-financed income rules to legitimate, nonabusive transactions that were not the intended target of the rules.
Thus, before taking action on blocker entities, it makes sense to
look at the policy and impact of the unrelated debt-financed income
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rules. These rules tax all debt-financed investments of tax-exempt
organizations, even though they were enacted for the purpose of
foreclosing abusive sale/leaseback transactions.
The current breadth of application would be justified only if all
leveraged investments of tax-exempt investors should be discouraged. The purpose of leverage is to increase an investor’s return on
investment. The trade-off for the increased return is taking on
greater risk. The increased risk of an individual investment, however, can be reduced through diversification in the investor’s portfolio and by hedging.
Furthermore, investments that do not use leverage may be as
risky, or even riskier, than leveraged investments. Thus, taxing all
debt-financed income is not an effective way to protect tax-exempt
investors from risk. Moreover, the level of risk permissible for taxexempt organizations is already addressed by various other laws at
both the Federal and State level. These laws permit the prudent
use of debt financing.
As more fully described in my written testimony, an additional
problem with the debt-financed income rules is that they have been
applied in a rigid manner that makes formalistic distinctions between debt and leverage. The result is that the rule taxes transactions which involve direct borrowing in a traditional sense, while
permitting investors to use leverage in more sophisticated transactions to escape tax.
Additionally, blocker entities are not the only way to avoid the
debt-financed income rules. The rules can also be avoided by investing in mutual funds, REITs, segregated asset accounts, and
through certain contractual arrangements.
I urge Congress to significantly restrict the application of the
debt-financed income rules. Under current law, there is an exception for real estate transactions that meets certain anti-abuse requirements. The exception is currently available only to pension
funds and universities.
This exception, and its anti-abuse requirements, should be used
as a model for a broader exception, applicable to all types of debtfinanced property and available to all tax-exempt organizations.
My written testimony expands on this suggestion.
If Congress amends the unrelated debt-financed income rules as
suggested, tax-exempt investors would no longer be forced to use
blocker entities to avoid the debt-financed income rules on legitimate investments. Further, the current disparate treatment between direct borrowing and leverage and between different types of
tax-exempt investors would be eliminated.
Thank you again for inviting me to testify. I would be pleased
to respond to your questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. McDowell, for that very crisp, organized statement. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. McDowell appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shapiro?
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL S. SHAPIRO, PARTNER,
SHULTE, ROTH, AND ZABEL, LONDON, ENGLAND

Mr. SHAPIRO. Chairman Baucus, Ranking Member Grassley, and
members of the committee, my name is Daniel Shapiro. I am a
founding partner of the New York City law firm of Shulte, Roth,
and Zabel, and I am resident now in the firm’s London office. I
have provided tax advice to private investment funds for over 30
years. I appear today on behalf of the Managed Funds Association,
whose members include professionals in hedge funds, funds of
funds, and managed futures funds.
In accordance with this committee’s requests, MFA has prepared
a statement for the record, and my summary remarks today focus
principally on why U.S.-based hedge fund managers establish foreign funds outside the United States, why U.S. tax-exempt organizations invest in those foreign hedge funds, as has been referred
to, and the practice of U.S. hedge fund managers to defer the receipt of a portion of fees owed to them by foreign funds.
Hedge funds sponsored by U.S.-based managers, which have
grown tremendously, as you know, play an important role in the
U.S. capital markets and make positive contributions to the U.S.
economy. The ability of U.S. managers to compete globally for talented personnel, for investment opportunities, and for investors is
influenced by many factors, including the U.S. tax system. Any adverse changes in the tax rules applicable to U.S. managers could
impact on the competitive advantage of the United States as a favorable jurisdiction for management of international hedge funds.
Hedge funds are structured in accordance with established principles of Federal tax law, and the structures promote key congressional and tax economic policies. This includes funds that U.S.based managers establish outside the U.S. in order to compete with
non-U.S. managers for passive investors all over the world. For
more than 40 years, Congress has structured the tax code to encourage passive foreign investments in the U.S. by non-U.S. investors.
Among other things, Congress has exempted most forms of interest payments made to foreign investors from U.S. withholding tax.
Likewise, it has generally exempted their capital gains from U.S.
tax. Despite this advantageous treatment, for a variety of reasons,
rather than investing as partners in U.S.-based hedge funds, most
foreign investors strongly prefer to use foreign corporate hedge
funds as the vehicle for the U.S. hedge fund investments. U.S.
hedge fund managers would be competitively disadvantaged if they
did not offer such foreign corporate structures to foreign investors.
Pension funds, endowments, and certain other tax-exempt organizations frequently, as has been mentioned, invest in hedge funds
sponsored by U.S. managers. They make their hedge fund investments into foreign hedge funds to avoid the application to their investments of the technical unrelated business income provisions,
the UBIT provisions, that have been referred to.
By investing in a foreign corporate hedge fund and not a taxtransparent U.S. partnership, a tax-exempt organization is not
deemed to be using debt financing because the leverage does not
pass through the foreign corporation. The conclusion that investment in foreign corporate funds by U.S. tax-exempt organizations
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does not trigger the UBIT rules has been specifically confirmed by
a number of recent IRS rulings and implicitly by this Congress in
connection with 1996 legislation.
From a tax policy standpoint, there appears to be little basis for
imposing UBIT on passive investment income received by taxexempt organizations where it has no liability for the leverage, has
no control over the investments, or the extent of the use of leverage.
In that light, MFA welcomes a recent bill, H.R. 3501, which
would amend the UBIT provisions relating to debt-financed income
and would be intended to eliminate the need for U.S. tax-exempt
organizations to structure their hedge fund investments as investments in foreign funds. That bill, MFA believes, to achieve its objective, needs to have certain amendments, and the MFA would be
pleased to work with this committee and the Ways and Means
Committee on necessary amendments.
Some U.S. managers elect to defer the receipt of a portion of the
fees they receive from the offshore funds they manage. Foreign investors frequently expect these deferral elections to be made as the
resulting deferrals buttress the alignment of interests between the
manager and the investor in that fund.
However, onerous tax rules applicable to a U.S. taxpayer investing in a foreign fund, called the passive foreign investment company rules, effectively prevent a U.S. manager from investing directly in their foreign funds. Deferral of fees by U.S. managers
which allows those fees to continue to be invested alongside their
foreign investors and the earnings thereon are taxed in the U.S. at
a top tax rate of 35 percent today when they are received at the
end of the deferral period. The deferred amounts that remain as
general assets of the foreign fund are subject to risk of loss if the
fund becomes insolvent and cannot pay its creditors.
As to these deferrals, the manager is simply an unsecured creditor of the fund, and in this sense these deferrals are very different
from traditional pension plans, 401(k), and tax-qualified arrangements. Moreover, they are subject to the same comprehensive tax
regulatory regime enacted by this Congress in 2004 to govern all
deferred compensation. These deferral arrangements also facilitate
the ability of U.S.-based managers to establish deferred compensation plans for their employees, enabling them to compete for talented personnel.
Thank you very much for letting me testify.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Shapiro.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shapiro appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Gravelle?
STATEMENT OF DR. JANE G. GRAVELLE, SENIOR SPECIALIST
IN ECONOMIC POLICY, GOVERNMENT AND FINANCE DIVISION, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON,
DC

Dr. GRAVELLE. Thank you for the invitation to discuss investments of educational institution endowments and offshore funds
that avoid the Unrelated Business Income Tax.
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Educational institution endowments totaled $340 billion in 2006
and earned a return of 15.3 percent, $52 billion in tax-exempt earnings. They are not evenly distributed. Harvard, the largest, had 8.5
percent, the top 5 schools had 25 percent, the 62 with over a billion
dollars each had two-thirds.
Educational institution endowments have a significant and growing share of the portfolio in hedge funds and private equities.
Twenty-two percent were in these hedge funds and private equity
investments in 2006, up from 14 percent in 2002. The share would
be much larger if weighted by endowment size, and funds over a
billion dollars have over 28 percent of their portfolios in these investments.
It is very difficult to obtain data on individual institutions, but
of the top 10 funds, Columbia University had a 45-percent share,
while Princeton and Yale had 38 percent and 37 percent, respectively. Data on the share offshore are not available, but one study
indicated that Duke University had 75 percent of their hedge funds
in offshore investments.
Two possible revisions are to prevent tax-exempt educational institutions from avoiding the UBIT by investing in offshore funds,
or to leave the current treatment of these institutions’ investments
in place, but address whether these institutions should be doing
more, or be required to do more, to pursue objectives for the public
good, such as making education more affordable.
Indeed, when questioned by a reporter about the use of offshore
entities, a spokesman for Duke University stressed the use of endowments for financial aid and research. Yet, most of the return
is being used to increase the endowment rather than being spent.
While the return was 15.3 percent, the payout rate was only 4.6
percent. Harvard, Yale, and Stanford earned returns of around 20
percent, but paid out 4.5 percent. Over 2 years, Harvard’s endowment grew by 30 percent, while Yale’s and Stanford’s grew by 40
percent.
Institutions indicate that they limit payout rates, in part, to
cushion shocks. However, despite a recession with significant market losses, average returns over the last few years, averaged over
the years, were well above payout rates.
Many institutions have very high endowments per student. Per
undergraduate, Harvard, Yale, and Princeton have between $2 and
$3 million per student; for total students, including graduates, $1
to $2 million.
Of the 10 liberal arts colleges with the largest endowments, 7 of
the 10 had over $500,000 per student. While endowments are growing, institutions with large endowments continue to raise tuition.
If Harvard, Yale, Princeton, MIT, or Stanford had paid out onetenth of one percent of their endowment for undergraduate tuition,
undergraduate tuition increases would have been unnecessary. Of
the 62 institutions with over $1 billion of endowments, their 6.8percent tuition increase averaged only nine-tenths of 1 percent of
the endowment.
Harvard’s institutional undergraduate aid was less than one-half
of 1 percent of the endowment, so that by paying out an additional
one-half of 1 percent they could have doubled aid. The same is true
of Stanford and Princeton, while Yale’s undergraduate aid was
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even less, only one-third of 1 percent of the endowment. Many
other schools in the top 20, and many of the 4-year liberal arts colleagues could have significantly increased their undergraduate aid
with a small additional payout, while still permitting endowment
growth.
Alternative options to restriction of these offshore investments by
educational institutions might include a payout rate similar to that
of private foundations. The actual payout rate is required to be 5
percent, and the average is 7 percent, well above the rates of these
educational endowments.
There could also be a payout rate required for universities and
institutions with large endowments per student, or the payout rate
could be related to return to allow some growth. Another option, if
the public policy concern is about affordable education, would be to
impose a tax on the endowment for schools with tuition increases
over a pre-determined threshold. These are not recommendations
to you, they are just ideas of different ways to look at this issue.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Gravelle.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gravelle appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Munson?
STATEMENT OF LYNNE MUNSON, ADJUNCT FELLOW, CENTER
FOR COLLEGE AFFORDABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. MUNSON. Chairman Baucus, Ranking Member Grassley, and
members of the committee, thank you for inviting me to testify on
the topic of higher education endowments.
I am an adjunct fellow with the Center for College Affordability
and Productivity. I am also the mother of a 1-year-old, whose higher education will cost a half million dollars if current tuition trends
continue.
Senators, our colleges and universities are sitting on some of the
largest fortunes amassed by any institutions in the history of our
Nation. These riches are proof of America’s economic strength and
of the boundless generosity of its citizens. But I am afraid to report
that, in too many cases, this wealth is being hoarded instead of
shared.
College and university endowment spending practices are stuck
in a past when endowments were small, investment gains were
marginal, and economic rainy days were frequent. Today, higher
education endowments are massive and, as we have been hearing,
aggressively invested. Yet, payouts are miserly. This begs the question, is the public benefitting enough? Research indicates the answer is no.
Dr. Gravelle points out that endowment wealth is concentrated
in the upper ranks, much of it at 62 institutions with endowments
larger than a billion dollars, but just 3 years ago only 39 schools
had endowments larger than a billion. That is a 38 percent increase in 3 years.
This wealth no longer resides solely, or even primarily, in the
New England corridor. Twenty-six States boast institutions with
billion-plus endowments. The University of Pittsburgh, Purdue,
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Michigan State, and little, 1,500-student Grinnell College each
have endowments larger than a billion dollars. A third of billionplus endowments are at public institutions.
Now, some of the most out-sized endowments are at elite institutions, as Dr. Gravelle mentioned: Yale has $2.8 million in the bank
per undergraduate. But all private schools with endowments larger
than a billion have, on average, $430,000 in their endowment per
student, and plenty of public schools also have impressive endowment-to-student ratios, including the University of Virginia, which
banks $320,000 per undergraduate.
What the data show is that endowment wealth is everywhere, except in the hands of the students who need it today. Last year, endowments increased 17.7 percent, on average. Yet, despite doubledigit increases going back a decade or more, endowment spending
is at a nearly all-time low of 4.2 percent, down from 5.1 percent
in 1994 and 6.5 percent in 1982.
Now, schools often blame low payouts on donor restrictions, but
45 percent of endowment funds at private institutions are unrestricted, as are 20 percent at public institutions. Financial aid is
the number-one restriction designated by donors. In 2005, donors
restricted 36 percent of their gifts for financial aid, yet actual
spending on financial aid is shamefully small, with many schools
putting just a fraction of a percent of endowment value toward aid.
Meanwhile, tuition has been going up so rapidly for so long it has
reached nearly ungraspable heights, so let me put today’s tuition
costs in concrete terms. Senators, what would your constituents say
if gasoline cost $9.15 a gallon, or if a gallon of milk cost $15? That
is how much those items would cost today if their price had gone
up at the same rate as tuition has since 1980.
Our colleges and universities need to be reminded that they are
education institutions, first and foremost, and that that is why they
receive the tremendous tax breaks that they do. Their practices, including their handling of endowment monies, should reflect their
priorities as educators. Payout information and other basic higher
education endowment statistics must be brought out of hiding.
Should this sunshine prove insufficient motivation, Congress
should not hesitate to consider a minimum payout requirement,
and 5 percent should be a starting point.
Many schools have been rolling over so much money for so long,
that they should easily be able to accommodate a higher rate of
payout. Possibly the most significant challenge to policymakers will
be to make sure that any newly directed monies actually go toward
aid or tuition reduction and do not become part of an elaborate
shell game.
Thank you again for inviting me to testify. I would be happy to
answer any questions I can.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Munson, very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Munson appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to start with you, Mr. Berkley and
Mr. Kramer, and try to sharpen and/or resolve the difference between the two of you and try to figure out what is going on here.
Mr. Berkley basically says, Mr. Kramer, that insurance companies which incorporate in the United States and reinsure offshore,
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say in Bermuda, have a very significant competitive disadvantage
compared with Bermuda reinsurance companies based in Bermuda,
which then use their subsidiary, say, in the United States to write
the policies. The net effect of all that is, the policies written in the
second situation, the premiums can be lower, and it is just a big
competitive disadvantage, unfair disadvantage, to the standard
model.
When these laws were set up years ago, the tax laws, it presumed that there would not be a big shift offshore. That is, the reinsurance company domiciled in offshore countries like Bermuda
would then take advantage of current tax laws to get a benefit. I
mean, it sounds pretty compelling, what Mr. Berkley is saying.
What is the response? It sounds like your company is at a big competitive advantage compared with those that incorporate in the
United States and reinsure offshore.
Mr. KRAMER. If I may, Senator, thank you. There are two issues.
The first, within the U.S. tax law there are two broad issues. One
is the excise tax that Bermuda companies pay, and that is a 1 percent on gross. Insurance companies are not always profitable, but
the gross tax is always paid. So, for example, in years 2004 and
2005, reinsurance ceded to Bermuda incurred a 1 percent gross tax,
whereas the losses that the U.S. companies sustained were tax offset against their payments.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a deduction, though, when the subsidiary to the U.S. cedes to the reinsurer? Is there not a deduction
in addition?
Mr. KRAMER. When the U.S. company cedes to a Bermuda company, it recaptures the expenses and it cedes premium. When the
losses are paid, they are returned to the insurance carrier and
there is no tax offset, so there is no tax carry-back, carry-forward,
or tax offset. That is what I said earlier, that there was not one
penny of tax offset in the $24 billion of claims. The 1 percent gross
tax is whether it is profitable or unprofitable, so there are years
like 2004 and 2005 when the effective tax, the 1-percent excise tax,
was actually greater than the 100-percent tax rate. That is the first
thing.
The second thing is, insurance companies, when they reinsure, it
is really an adversarial transaction. It is a transaction between a
knowledgeable buyer and knowledgeable seller, with the buyer trying to get the best possible price and the seller trying to get a premium at lower than his lost costs.
The transfer pricing rules ensure that that type of adversarial
transaction is the terms on which risk is transferred. And it is not
a free lunch, as I said.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to give Mr. Berkley a chance to respond.
My time is starting to expire.
Mr. KRAMER. I am sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Berkley, what about all that?
Mr. BERKLEY. Well, first of all, no one in the insurance business
is in the business because they want to make 1 percent, so the excise tax is great, but, even if you were to raise the excise tax, you
could not raise it enough.
Number two, transfer pricing does not really work. First of all,
you can write a reinsurance contract, and the timing of when peo-
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ple pay losses has a lot to do with the profitability of insurance.
So if you write a reinsurance contract that is perfectly fair as to
sharing of the losses, but you pay the last losses instead of the first
losses, the reinsurance company could make a lot of money.
In addition to that, the nature of taxation for insurance companies is unique. You pay based on the volume of business and the
losses that are incurred, so, if you reinsure a large percentage of
your volume of business offshore, you effectively avoid the nature
of the discounted prepaid tax that insurance companies have been
paying since 1986. So it does not work.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is your view that the consequences of the
current tax law and the way it is being utilized by, say, offshore
reinsurance companies, is that, what, a lot of U.S. insurance is not
going offshore?
Mr. BERKLEY. Effectively, the nature of the law is, the more you
reinsure offshore the more you avoid paying taxes, and that is really the problem. So, therefore, they have a substantial competitive
advantage in writing direct business and reinsuring to affiliates.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Well, my next questions are on another
subject and I only have 10 seconds left, so I will now turn to Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Berkley, in seeking to level the playing
field, your coalition has not sought tax relief. Instead, you have focused on changing the tax treatment of foreign-based competitors.
A low-tax jurisdiction is economically beneficial when we are talking about income, but not when we are talking about deductions or
losses.
So these questions. I will ask them all at once. What tax benefits
are available to domestic insurers that are not available to the extent risk is transferred offshore? Why are those foregone benefits
outweighed by the tax benefits of earning investment income offshore? And if you took the other approach, that is, asking for tax
relief, what would you ask for?
Mr. BERKLEY. I do not believe there are any benefits that we
get—as long as we are profitable, which is obviously the reason we
are in business—that our foreign competitors do not. And they do
have the flexibility of leaving business here if the business proves
to be not profitable, so they can generate their losses here if they
time it right. If I were to be blunt, what I would have to ask is
that we pay no taxes.
The same problem exists in the U.K. In fact, the U.K. participants are going to the legislature in the U.K. and suggesting, since
all of the Lloyd’s participants have been moving to Bermuda, that
the U.K. insurance participants should pay no taxes. I would be
more than happy if you would grant us that. [Laughter.]
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. BERKLEY. As would my entire coalition.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
And then I would ask you also, Mr. Berkley, your efforts have
principally focused on Bermuda, but European insurers and reinsurers have had a significant presence in the United States for
many years. Are your competitiveness concerns equally applicable
to competitors like U.K., Germany, and Switzerland, or any other
country, and why or why not?
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Mr. BERKLEY. Well, in fact, the major participants at Lloyd’s
have effectively redomesticated in Bermuda, so their U.S. businesses now will be going at the end of the road to Bermuda. Swiss
Re, which is one of the largest competitors, has moved its capital
base to a more favorable tax environment, and Switzerland was favorable already.
So all of these other countries have more flexibility in their tax
laws than we have, so we are concerned with, in fact, all other
areas. So we would suggest that we would need to do something
for all affiliated reinsurance transactions outside of the U.S. Yes,
sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. Kramer and Mr. Berkley, the offshore reinsurance issue that
we are examining today has to do, of course, with just property and
casualty. That is all we have talked about. What makes this issue
so unique to the property and casualty insurance company as opposed to, for instance, life insurance? Are there other types of insurance that are commonly reinsured with affiliates?
Mr. BERKLEY. The property and casualty business and financial
guaranty business have a unique set of rules and taxes where we
effectively prepay taxes based on the volume of business, based on
investment income. Life insurance has its own set of taxes and is
not impacted by these differentials.
Mr. KRAMER. If I may.
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. KRAMER. The property and casualty business is highly volatile, unlike the life insurance business, which is quite predictable.
It is this high volatility that leads to the need for business reinsuring extensively, because individual companies cannot take that
level of volatility without running afoul of capital requirements
within their State jurisdictions.
So the cession of business to Bermuda for this high volatility is
clearly Bermuda’s specialty. Bermuda has a relatively small working force infrastructure. It has 1,700 people in our association
working in Bermuda, but the island cannot sustain much more, nor
can it compete in any of the areas that Mr. Berkley’s companies
compete in. So, volatility is one issue.
I go back again to the excise tax, which only Bermuda pays and
not the other reinsurance jurisdictions, and that makes an offset to
U.S. carriers which do have tax advantages on dividends, tax advantages on municipal bonds that are not available to foreign companies. A 1-percent differential does, in fact, overcome those differences and, in fact, levels the playing field. The last thing is, Bermuda paid their claims. They paid every claim in their Hurricane
Katrina claims, paid straight out without argument about conditions, terms, et cetera. This was a wholesale transaction and those
claims were fully paid.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Lott?
Senator LOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you to all the
panel for being here and for your very helpful testimony. But I am
going to direct most of my questions to Mr. Berkley and Mr. Kramer.
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I would like to begin, Mr. Chairman, by asking that my prepared
statement be included in the record, as well as a devastating article from Bloomberg entitled, ‘‘Home Insurers’ Secret Tactics Cheat
Fire Victims, Hike Profits.’’
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Lott appears in the appendix.]
[The article appears in the appendix on p. 101.]
Senator LOTT. Now, Mr. Chairman, having said that, some of the
things you say there really caught my attention. Let me acknowledge up front a disclaimer. I am from the Gulf Coast of Mississippi.
I am a victim of Katrina. Some best friends, the people I love most
in the world, have all endured the indignities that we have had to
go through in the effort to recover. I have been devastated by the
insensitivity, unfairness, and greed of the property and casualty insurance industry. It has been astounding to me.
What really makes it embarrassing, is I came from a background
of being an insurance defense lawyer for one of the companies, in
fact, the company that has been the worst.
I have a 34-year record—actually, 36 years now—of being supportive of business, fairness, and opportunities and making a profit. I understand. You are not in business as a charity. You are in
business, Mr. Berkley, to make a profit. But I submit that in corporate America, in instance after instance, the focus has come just
on profitability and you have lost sight of one other thing you provide, and that is, you are providing a service.
When you receive premiums, you make a commitment to cover
certain things. When you do not do that, or delay that, I think you
are headed for real trouble. I have been astounded by what I found
out about property and casualty. You are not covered by antitrust
laws, and I believe that the industry uses the tax code to delay
paying premiums, or to not pay them at all. Therefore, I have real
problems with a number of things in the tax code.
Now, we all want fairness in the tax code. We want to know
what the effect of that fairness is to the availability of customers,
and that comes to what Mr. Kramer was saying. See, I am a little
bit worried. We want fairness. If there is some advantage in the
tax code that should not be there, if we take it away, what is going
to be the impact on the availability of insurance to people?
In my area already, we cannot get coverage for houses and businesses. So, I am cautious and a little concerned about how we deal
with this reinsurance question. But I do think we have to pursue
responsible business practices.
Now, having said that, I want us to look at that. What would be
the effect? I think, Mr. Berkley, you would say that, if we did what
you proposed with regard to these offshore reinsurers, that it would
not affect adversely the policyholders who are already not being
treated fairly. So that was a loaded question. I intended it that
way. But I want to give you a chance to respond to at least that,
if not all the other things I had to say.
Mr. BERKLEY. Well, first, I would respond and say that every
claim we had in Mississippi was paid in full in 90 days.
Senator LOTT. Not mine.
Mr. BERKLEY. Every claim we had.
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Senator LOTT. Your company. All right.
Mr. BERKLEY. Number two, the third day after Katrina we were
in Mississippi with satellite telephones that we gave to every agent
we had so they had communication. Every single agent we had was
offered at no charge, no nothing, here is a satellite phone, here is
a solar charger, you have a way to connect. No charge, no question,
call anybody you want, we paid the bill. We think that that societal
response is an important part. And, yes, it is true, some people did
not do a perfect job, but a lot of people tried to do a good job in
spite of the fact that some did not do a good job.
Senator LOTT. You do represent Liberty Mutual and Hartford?
Mr. BERKLEY. No. Liberty Mutual and Hartford are in the coalition. I am talking about our company, which is located in Meridian.
I might add, it took us 87 days to get a license in Mississippi and
we did not have to go to Bermuda to get a license. George Dale got
us through in 87 days.
But the fact is, there is plenty of capacity. But Bermuda, where
you pay no taxes, is a better place to put your capital. So it was
basically United States dollars that went to Bermuda, and they
went to Bermuda because they could invest there at a better return. They would have invested here if that was the alternative.
Senator LOTT. How do you react, Mr. Kramer?
Mr. KRAMER. Well, it is distressing that the performance of the
insurance industry was not satisfactory. The reinsurance industry
is contracts between professionals, and those claims get paid very
quickly. As I said, we paid our claims straightaway. In fact, in the
World Trade Center, both ACE and XL paid their claims straightaway and had no litigation, while there was much litigation
against other insurers and reinsurers. And so it is capacity we provide to the market in this specialty area that the primary companies are loathe to write. Some of your largest American companies
are canceling policies in your jurisdiction and in Florida.
Senator LOTT. Yes.
Mr. KRAMER. And yet, we supplied reinsurance coverage to make
the capacity available to them. So, Bermuda is a specialty market
that focuses on this kind of high risk. It is a wholesale transaction,
reinsurance between companies. We pay claims because it is contractual, and very quickly.
Senator LOTT. Mr. Chairman, I could go on at length, but my
time has expired. Maybe I can get a second round.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bunning?
Senator BUNNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Berkley, you noted in your testimony that U.S. subsidiaries
of foreign insurance companies granted more than $32 billion in
premiums to their foreign parent in 2006 in return for reinsurance
contracts, and that over half of those foreign parents are based in
Bermuda where there is no tax on investment income. In 1996, the
comparable figure was $4 billion, approximately.
What is the average tax rate of Bermuda-based insurers compared to their U.S. competitors in the property and casualty business, and what is likely to happen to the U.S. property and casualty business if this trend continues?
Mr. BERKLEY. Currently, I do not believe Bermuda charges a tax
on property and casualty income. Ultimately, in order to compete,
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the U.S.-domiciled companies will have to find a way to equalize
that tax advantage somehow or another.
Senator BUNNING. What is your tax rate?
Mr. BERKLEY. We pay a full 35-percent tax rate.
Senator BUNNING. And it is my understanding that the Bermuda
tax rates, if they include those domiciled in the U.S., it is anywhere
from 3 to 18 percent.
Mr. BERKLEY. That is correct, sir.
Senator BUNNING. That is correct. Thank you very much.
Mr. Kramer, I understand that your company is about to acquire
Valiant Insurance Company, a U.S.-based property and casualty insurer licensed in 47 States. Can you explain for us the economics
of this acquisition? How many employees will be based in Bermuda? Will customers notice any difference in how the business is
run? Do you anticipate that Valiant will increase the size of its reinsure contracts or keep them roughly the same?
Mr. KRAMER. Well, sir, first, the purpose of acquiring Valiant is
to build diversification within our portfolio. To date, we specialize
in Bermuda in reinsurance, and principally catastrophe reinsurance. In order to balance our book and create greater stability, we
are trying to build operations that have diversified income, so we
have acquired a syndicate at Lloyd’s where we write business
across a——
Senator BUNNING. How many employees will be in Bermuda?
Mr. KRAMER. There are currently 53 employees in Bermuda.
Senator BUNNING. From this Valiant Company?
Mr. KRAMER. No. From Valiant——
Senator BUNNING. How many will be moved from Valiant?
Mr. KRAMER. None.
Senator BUNNING. None.
Mr. KRAMER. Quite the contrary.
Senator BUNNING. Quite the contrary.
Mr. KRAMER. We are hiring in the United States.
Senator BUNNING. Will your customers notice any difference in
the operation of Valiant?
Mr. KRAMER. Valiant is essentially a relatively inactive company
and we are activating it, so we are hiring staff now, acquiring
space, and building operations and filing forms and claims to provide capacity in the U.S. market.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you. I have some more.
Ms. Munson and Dr. Gravelle, both of you illustrate in your testimony that our colleges and universities have enjoyed extraordinary
rates of return on their investments, but they appear to be operating less like public charities.
The aggregate size of university endowments has grown to $340
billion, according to your testimony. At the same time, endowment
spending on education has declined to an all-time low, while tuition
has skyrocketed. Do you believe a minimum payout requirement
for universities with endowments of more than $1 billion would
harm these institutions? Would not lowering tuition rates at elite
institutions affect tuition rates throughout the system? Either.
Dr. GRAVELLE. I think that much of these institutions have so
much endowment per student, that a small payout increase to 5
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percent, or even more, would probably leave them in very good
shape.
Senator BUNNING. What would that mean to the students, say,
at Yale, Harvard, or Princeton, 5 percent of the payout?
Dr. GRAVELLE. If Harvard was paying 4.5 percent and they paid
out 5 percent, then they could double their undergraduate aid to
middle- and lower-income families. They could avoid tuition increases, I believe, for the next 5 years, undergraduate tuition increases.
Senator BUNNING. If the same rate of return that universities
have experienced is continued for the next 20 years, then why are
we allowing these endowments to be tax-free?
Dr. GRAVELLE. That is your question, not mine.
Senator BUNNING. All right.
Ms. MUNSON. That is a terribly good question.
Senator BUNNING. I have one question more for Mr. Shapiro. I
apologize.
Ms. MUNSON. Just to speak to the issue of Harvard, they are currently spending between a quarter and a third of 1 percent of their
endowment toward financial aid.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you.
Ms. MUNSON. If they were spending even 1 percent, I do not believe any undergraduate would have to pay a cent.
Senator BUNNING. Mr. Shapiro, the maximum amount an individual can contribute to an IRA is about $4,000 per year. How
much income can the manager of an offshore hedge fund defer, and
how are the deferred amounts taxed during the deferral period?
Mr. SHAPIRO. There is actually no specific limit on the amount
that a manager can defer, obviously, up to 100 percent. Most managers do not defer that high a percentage.
Senator BUNNING. And what about tax?
Mr. SHAPIRO. Well, there is no tax on the accumulation of the
earnings. When the money comes——
Senator BUNNING. Until?
Mr. SHAPIRO. Until it comes back to the manager, which is typically 10 years or less. It could be 3 years, 5 years, whatever the
manager elects.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Hatch, you are next.
Senator HATCH. This hearing has been extremely interesting to
me, and I have enjoyed it very much. I want to thank you all for
your testimonies.
Mr. Berkley, I can see the problems you are illustrating. Do you
have any particular, specific legislative fix in mind?
Mr. BERKLEY. We believe that there has to be some device to be
focused at the reinsurance transaction from the affiliate to parent
or offshore affiliate. So we would suggest that the deduction for affiliated reinsurance be eliminated if the reinsurance is more than
the average amount. For example, the average amount for the industry is somewhere between 10 and 15 percent to external reinsurers on commercial lines business.
The average amount going offshore to affiliates is substantially
more than double that amount. So if you were to eliminate the de-
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ductibility of that differential, that would, in fact, at least go part
way towards solving that problem. It really goes to the heart of the
issue of how taxation works on property and casualty companies,
and that is, you are discounting the amount of loss reserve established, and loss reserves are established virtually on a tabular
basis when they are established by line of business.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you.
Mr. Kramer, thank you for presenting your side of the argument.
Do you believe that current U.S. tax law bestows a competitive advantage on offshore reinsurance companies as compared with U.S.based reinsurers, assuming that reinsurance is covering U.S. risks?
Mr. KRAMER. I genuinely believe, sir, that the U.S. tax law does
adequately deal with it. A perfect example is, Senator Bunning
mentioned $32 billion of offshore business ceded, and referred to a
trend of growth. In fact, the 5-year trend may show growth, but the
1-year trend shows, in fact, a 20-percent decline. Why, in fact,
would there be a 20-percent decline in offshore insurance ceded if,
in fact, these tax advantages were so great?
I pointed out earlier that, in fact, inter-company cessions had
done this in the reinsurance industry at all levels, and it is not just
tax. But I do think excise tax, and the fact that we do have transfer pricing, adequately protects the U.S. industry and does, in fact,
level the playing field, as Mr. Berkley mentioned.
Senator HATCH. All right. I am not sure I can accept your use
of the term ‘‘protectionist tax measures.’’
Mr. KRAMER. Did I say ‘‘protectionist tax measures’’? I am sorry,
sir.
Senator HATCH. I thought you did. For the idea that the U.S.
should consider changing the tax law to reduce the incentive to reinsure through a related non-U.S. company. In my mind, protectionist measures typically are put in place in relation to non-tax
cost disadvantages possessed by a country’s producers. Now, this
seems to me to be a problem of a tilted playing field. Do you care
to comment about that? And you wanted to say something, Mr.
Berkley, on the prior question?
Mr. BERKLEY. I would say, the reason we had the one decline in
reinsurance this past year was because there was a single large
transaction with one company that inflated last year’s and took
down this year’s. So other than that, the trend upward would have
continued.
Senator HATCH. All right.
Mr. Kramer, on the question I just asked.
Mr. KRAMER. I am sorry, Senator. The question was?
Senator HATCH. Basically, I said that protectionist measures
typically are put in place in relation to non-tax cost disadvantages
possessed by a country’s producer. This seems to me a problem of
a tilted playing field, and I would like to get your view on that.
Mr. KRAMER. As I said, Bermuda has several advantages, and I
recognize those. The first and foremost happens to be the regulatory environment. There is, without a doubt, some advantage
that Bermuda has in that its taxes are done indirectly rather than
directly, so it does not affect the reinsurance transactions. But the
business is transferred with substantial risk, and that is the thing
that is so difficult to communicate. In fact, the industry takes sub-
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stantial risk and incurs substantial losses, and those losses are not
tax offset either. So to the extent gains are made, Bermuda does
not tax. When losses are incurred, there is no tax and no tax credit.
Senator HATCH. My time is up, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lincoln? Thank you, Senator.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A special thanks to
you and Senator Grassley for bringing us together today again to
learn so much more about a very complex, and yet very important,
issue.
The discussions we have been having in the committee over the
past several weeks regarding tax treatment of hedge funds and private equity firms has certainly been enlightening to me, and I do
not profess to know everything I need to know yet, so we are delighted to have today’s discussion, which I think is very useful, and
I hope we will continue those.
But we certainly have an increasing number of markets that are
being impacted by inequities in the code, which is what we have
to deal with, whether it is the real estate market, investment advisement sectors, reinsurance market, or in my State, the timber
market. The bottom line is, we are in a situation where there are
a growing number of similarly situated enterprises doing the same
work in the same way, but I guess being taxed at a dramatically
different rate. That is what is causing so much, I guess, confusion
and discord in terms of how we deal with that. So, hopefully we
will take a closer look at the tax code.
America has certainly always been a glowing model of entrepreneurship, and we do not want to discourage that. We want to continue to roll up our sleeves, work hard, and do the absolute best
that we can with the talents we have been given, and I hope that
we can do that but still be fair in how we deal with the tax code.
Mr. Berkley, I know that the Chairman asked this question and
I was not here yet. I apologize. Maybe you can expand a little bit
on how you did answer his question, though, identifying that this
is not a new issue, obviously, with the Clinton administration, the
current administration, the problems that have been identified. We
tried to fix it in the JOBS Act. I am just trying to make sure of
your answer, and maybe you can expand on your answer there.
That was not the appropriate fix? What was wrong with that fix
that we tried to put in the JOBS Act?
Mr. BERKLEY. Well, most Bermuda companies have very low tax
rates already, and they have been very successful in transferring
their profits to Bermuda and lowering their tax rate. But that is
in part because of the unique nature of the taxation for insurance
companies, which is not measured purely by profit, but is a discount on the loss reserves, which is investment income. So the
more you move over to Bermuda, regardless of the margin, the
more you save on taxes.
So if you reinsure a disproportionately large amount to an affiliate, you, by the very nature of the unique tax code for this business, save on your taxes. So that does not appear. The transfer
pricing issue will focus somewhat on underwriting profit, but even
on that it is very, very hard for the Treasury to understand the
complexities and the words in the contract because of timing of
payments.
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So if you write a quota share reinsurance agreement where you
share pro rata, but the reinsurers pay the last half of the losses,
they will make 5, 7, 10, 15 percent more margin than the other
participants who pay the first share.
Senator LINCOLN. So you are saying that it is really the difficulty
of the IRS in trying to determine their reach?
Mr. BERKLEY. On the underwriting piece, yes. But on the investment piece, which is the biggest piece, it is sheerly based on the
volume, not based on a fair margin, because insurance companies
are taxed on a discounted basis, sheerly on the volume of reserves.
So the more you reinsure, the more you save on taxes.
So there are two pieces. The underwriting margin has to do with
the complexity, and the aggregate saving on investment income has
to do with the sheer volume of what you move overseas.
Senator LINCOLN. All right.
To the endowment question; I think that has been asked as well.
Ms. Munson and Dr. Gravelle, my understanding is that many of
our universities’ endowments are comprised of funds that have specific—and limited or restricted—purposes (from the donors, particularly, I suppose). I am just kind of curious. You both have seemed
to indicate that you could increase the mandatory endowment payout. Is that correct?
Ms. MUNSON. Yes. The fact of the matter is that 45 percent of
funds at private institutions are unrestricted, as are 20 percent of
funds at public institutions. Donors actually choose financial aid as
their number-one restriction of choice. Thirty-six percent of donations in 2005 were earmarked by donors specifically for financial
aid. It is their favorite category, far above research, far above faculty salaries, libraries, and all the rest. So there really are ample
funds there, even though donors do aggressively restrict their funds
at times. This is the category that they believe in.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. MUNSON. I believe there are donor intent issues, actually,
that could be investigated.
Senator LINCOLN. So there would not be a conflict there then in
terms of——
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator, very much.
Senator Wyden, you are next.
Senator WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding these hearings, because we are learning an awful lot as we go.
It seems to me—this has been a very good panel once again—we
are looking at upside-down tax policy. The hearing today highlights
two examples of how the current tax code creates a lose-lose situation for U.S. businesses and the U.S. Treasury by giving foreign
companies a tax advantage over American companies. That is what
we have been examining in the reinsurance area and for taxexempts that are investing, our tax-exempts, in hedge funds.
So my question for you, Dr. Gravelle, given these distorted policies that address the questions of the American investment, can
you suggest ways to reform the tax code so it encourages U.S. businesses to invest in our country, or at least put our businesses on
a level playing field with foreign competitors?
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, Senator, I think in your own tax reform legislation you have been considering the issue of ending deferral or
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expanding the reach of subpart F. That is certainly something that
you could do and use the revenue, if you wanted to, to lower the
corporate tax rate.
There are other proposals. The proposals that would target tax
havens. As Senator Dorgan’s chart over here, when we looked at
foreign tax issues we found the earnings of subsidiaries of U.S.
multinationals were 4 times the Cayman Islands’ GDP, so there is
a lot of shifting of profits there. So you could target something
there.
We not only defer taxes, but we allow parent companies’ interest
deduction to be taken even though the income is not being taxed.
The Advisory Panel suggested cutting back on that. So there are
lots of ways, sort of, to not increase the total tax burden on U.S.
businesses, but to shift it so that investing in the United States becomes more attractive than investing abroad.
Senator WYDEN. One of the reasons that I have advanced this
Fair Flat Tax proposal over the last couple of years is to get out
some of these distortions as they relate to American investment. I
know you cannot get involved in supporting some piece of legislation or opposing it, but just from the standpoint of economic analysis, economic sense, would it not be desirable for our country to
have a significantly simpler tax code that did not allow, and in fact
end up encouraging, investors to play all these shell games to avoid
tax liability?
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, I think that most economists would say, for
economic efficiency you want a broader base. You want equal tax
rates on different kinds of investments, whether it is by industry,
or abroad, or in the United States. There are many tax expenditures right now that we have that could be changed to broaden
that base and make them a neutral tax system.
Senator WYDEN. I probably ought to quit while I am ahead. Does
any other panel member want to take issue with the ever-thoughtful Dr. Gravelle? [No response.] Then I will put you all down as
supporting the Fair Flat Tax. [Laughter.] And seriously, we are interested in working with all of you in the days ahead. I think what
has been so valuable about Chairman Baucus’s hearings is that we
have been learning as we go. I will tell you, I listen to all of the
experts, and some predict that these proposals will have no effect.
Others say that these proposals will end up causing great damage
to our country, practically be the end of western civilization.
What I am certain of, if these proposals pass, it will be a matter
of hours until the lawyers and accountants go out and try to invent
scores more loopholes to get at exactly what Dr. Gravelle is talking
about. So from my little lonely outpost here on the Senate Finance
Committee, I am going to keep prosecuting the case for the Fair
Flat Tax. I thank you all for your expertise and will want to work
with you in the days ahead.
Again, a big thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, for giving us a
chance.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks, Senator, very much. You bet.
Senator Roberts?
Senator ROBERTS. Senator Wyden, are you for the fair tax or are
you for a national consumption tax?
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Senator WYDEN. The fair flat tax. What Ronald Reagan was for.
[Laughter.]
Senator ROBERTS. Well, there he goes again. [Laughter.] Did you
come up with a number in regards to what that percentage would
be?
Senator WYDEN. I do not want to——
Senator ROBERTS. And I appreciate you being part of the panel.
Senator WYDEN. I do not want to take from your time. My proposal starts with the exact rates that Ronald Reagan proposed in
1986, and of course I want to work with colleagues in a bipartisan
way.
Senator ROBERTS. What percent was that?
Senator WYDEN. Ronald Reagan initially proposed 15, 25 and 35.
They ended up between 14 and 28. I am certainly negotiable on the
concept. What he did was, he cleaned out the clutter, held down
rates, and kept some progressivity. Virtually everybody who has
come before the Senate Finance Committee says that those principles—while the rates we would use are debatable—are still valid
today.
Senator ROBERTS. Does ‘‘clutter’’ include home mortgages and
charitable giving——
Senator WYDEN. I do not touch those at all.
Senator ROBERTS [continuing]. And the expensing of agricultural
expenses in Oregon?
Senator WYDEN. Mortgage, charity, those things that are so important for people——
Senator ROBERTS. That is not clutter?
Senator WYDEN. That is not clutter. Thank you.
Senator ROBERTS. All right. Thank you.
Senator WYDEN. And agriculture, I am for, too.
Senator ROBERTS. Thank you, Dr. Wyden. [Laughter.]
I am interested in the testimony about the college endowments.
This is a repeat of Senator Lincoln’s question. And I apologize for
being repetitive, but I am a slower learner. Ms. Munson and Dr.
Gravelle, I have a couple I would like to ask. I think both of you
have suggested that 5 percent could be a starting point for a payout requirement, consistent with that required of private foundations. Dr. Gravelle, you have also suggested an option that would
cap the requirement distribution so that it would not exceed the
earnings from the endowment.
I guess my question is—and we went through that with Senator
Lincoln when she said an endowment is usually comprised of thousands of donations that are often restricted for certain purposes.
These restricted donations, in perpetuity, are important to funding
scholarships, attracting and retaining top-flight professors, and
promoting cutting-edge research.
So I guess my question is, if such a cap were in place—and I
think you have already answered this to some degree, but if you
would like to add to it, that is the intent of my question—would
it be sufficient to ensure the adequate growth of the endowment
and maintain the purchasing power of the initial donation?
Say that I gave $100,000 to the home of the ever-optimistic and
fighting Wildcats at Kansas State University, and that is in perpetuity. That value has to stay the same. And with inflation in the
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next 20 years, who knows? If past history is any example, it could
be considerably more than that. So I guess my question is, can we
ensure the adequate growth of the endowment so that it maintains
that purchasing power? Either one. Either one.
Dr. GRAVELLE. I guess I will go first.
Senator ROBERTS. And my wife says hello to you, Ms. Munson.
Dr. GRAVELLE. The return right now is so far above the payout
ratio, that it is hard to imagine. One could always go back and revisit it if returns fell through the roof, but these institutions have
the ability to invest in extremely high-yield returns because of
their size, and they are so far above payout ratios, they are growing much faster. They are not just keeping up with inflation, they
are growing much faster than real growth.
They are not being spent to attract professors either, because
they are not being spent. They are just being retained. So when
you have a 15-percent return, and that is just average, and a 4.5percent payout ratio, you have 10 percentage points plus of difference, and that is way above inflation or real growth.
Senator ROBERTS. Ms. Munson?
Ms. MUNSON. With regard to the 5 percent number, Senator,
back in 1968 the Ford Foundation published an important report
called ‘‘Managing Education Endowments,’’ and they recommended
5-percent payouts from higher education endowments. At the time,
those endowments were earning just 6.7 percent annually. Now it
is 17.7 percent. That does include new donations to the endowment, but that is only 3 percent, though. So that is why we are
talking about 14 percent as the amount of increase in the last year,
and it has been in the double digits for a very long time.
So there have been so many years of accumulated and reinvested
wealth, it is really hard to imagine how a 5-percent payout requirement could possibly harm the value of these endowments. That is
why I say I think it should be a starting point, and there are many
who believe that 5 percent is too low of a payout requirement for
private foundations and they are, after all, choosing to spend out
7 percent, on average, these days.
Senator ROBERTS. Well, I want to thank all the members of the
panel for taking their time out for the testimony. My time has expired.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to ask a question of you, Mr. Shapiro, basically with
respect to deferred compensation. It is my general sense that, although there is no legal limit for unqualified deferred compensation, which means that an executive could defer all of his or her
compensation if he or she wanted to, that there is still some tension between the executive of, say, an American corporation and
the corporation itself as to whether or not the compensation is deferred. The longer it is not deferred, the more a corporate deduction
is denied, and so forth.
Contrast that with offshore deferred compensation, where the
fund manager not only manages the funds, but also manages the
deferral. He or she, the manager, makes both choices. With respect
to the offshore compensation, it is my understanding that the fund
manager manages the offshore fund, say, and derives fees.
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I will put aside for the moment whether it is management fees
or carried interest. Those fees can be deferred indefinitely by the
fund manager and put back into the fund to earn a certain rate of
return, or can be transferred to a bank account, say, in the U.S.,
but it is paid out by a Cayman Island’s corporation, which in effect
still insulates that payment. Even though it is paid in the U.S., it
is still deferred indefinitely. But in that second case, there is no
tension, really, between payor and the payee, whereas there is tension in the first instance, the U.S. corporation.
So the real question is, who is getting disadvantaged, if anyone,
with indefinite deferral of offshore compensation? It just seems to
me, I do not know who is damaged, except perhaps U.S. taxpayers,
because the more that is deferred—sure where the taxes are going
to be when they are eventually paid out to the fund manager is an
issue, but, on the other hand, all that is deferred and there is a
build-up, and so on, and so forth, which is the whole thing. Tax delayed is a tax, in a certain sense, not paid.
So what I am trying to get at is, is there that difference in concept between deferred compensation for, say, an executive of a U.S.
corporation on the one hand, where there is tension between the
company and the executive, contrasted with foreign deferred compensation, where there really is no tension because the payor and
the payee are pretty much the same entity?
Mr. SHAPIRO. There certainly is a difference in the structural arrangement between a manager and an offshore fund, because an
offshore fund, you are right, does not give up a deduction because
it is not looking for the deduction. So, yes, I would agree that there
is a difference between a taxable corporation having a deferred arrangement with its employee and an offshore fund having a deferral with a manager.
I would say that in my experience, many years of working with
fund managers, I do not know anyone who defers their fees indefinitely. I think that the general rule of thumb is somewhere up to
10 years, and very often it——
The CHAIRMAN. Well, most people do not live indefinitely, too.
Mr. SHAPIRO. Well, of course, when they die, the deferral is going
to be paid out and there is going to be tax paid by their estate.
The CHAIRMAN. I guess one slight question here. A lot of people
have very significant limits on their qualified deferred compensation, let us say, 401(k)s. I think a lot of people who have 401(k)s
and limitations on their qualified deferred compensation wonder,
why is there a limit on what I can defer, and a pretty severe limit,
but no limit really on either general nonqualified deferred compensation, or even more in this case, with managers?
It is my understanding, too, and correct me if I am wrong, there
are deferred limits for persons who work for nonprofits, like, say,
a college or university, because again there is less tension there because you cannot take the deduction. A nonprofit cannot get a deduction from the payment, I do not think, to the employee. So I
would just go back to the general sense of fairness in the minds,
I think, of most Americans. Is it fair? Your response.
Mr. SHAPIRO. Of course, there is a difference between a deferred
compensation arrangement either with a taxable corporation or an
offshore fund, compared to tax qualified amounts that are basically
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protected from creditors and that sort of thing. So when a manager
leaves funds offshore for some period of time, that becomes a liability which could, in extreme circumstances—and we have witnessed
some extreme circumstances—actually be lost because it is a debt
that could be not paid if the fund has significant losses.
So there is a difference between a tax qualified plan, a 401(k)
plan, even an IRA, which is protected pretty much from creditors,
and a non-qualified plan, either with a U.S. taxpaying corporation
or an offshore fund.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that. But my guess is, those who
have non-qualified plans are able to take care of themselves pretty
well by some other mechanism, some other way. I do not know.
Mr. SHAPIRO. Hopefully many of them do. Sure. They try to protect themselves by investing smartly and that sort of thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
I have to leave. I think Senator Grassley wants to return, and
I think he will return shortly. So the committee will now recess
until the call of the chair, which will be Senator Grassley, when he
returns. I think, again, that will be in a very short period of time.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was recessed, reconvening at 11:54 a.m.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you all for being patient. I was working on the SCHIP bill.
Senator Lott would like to have me ask this question before I ask
six questions of my own, and then we will be done.
Mr. Berkley, what is your firm’s effective tax rate? Would you
care to speculate what the effective tax rate is for the property and
casualty industry? The domestic property and casualty industry.
Mr. BERKLEY. Our effective tax rate is 35 percent. We are a full
taxpayer, less our municipal bond income, which I cannot adjust
for. I do not know exactly where that is, marginally. But we are
a full taxpayer, other than credit we get from municipal bond holdings.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Then can you give the effective tax rate, maybe an average, for
the domestic P&C?
Mr. BERKLEY. I would assess that the domestic P&C industry is
approximately the same thing currently, possibly a couple of points
less. But it is a full taxpaying rate at the present time for almost
all of the property and casualty industry, less the credit they receive from municipal bonds. And, in fact, the property and casualty
industry is penalized because we do pay tax on part of our municipal bond income.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Dr. Gravelle and Ms. Munson, the concern about rising tuition
is something that is on the minds of students, parents, and even
grandparents. And let me say, I think some of the ways that you
have explained how high tuition has gone up ought to be out there
in paid advertisements someplace. I was quite shocked when, in my
own State of Iowa, Grinnell College recently announced a 12.6-percent increase. That would be $4,200. This is a time when Grinnell
tuition and fees are at over $29,000, and at that rate are $10,000
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higher than other private schools in Iowa, on average, and nearly
$20,000 higher than our public schools.
As you alluded to in this testimony, Ms. Munson, this tuition increase comes from a college that has an endowment of $1.2 billion,
as compared to the University of Iowa endowment of $295 million.
I was particularly troubled that the justification given for this price
increase was the need to bring the school’s tuition ‘‘into line’’ with
Grinnell’s main competitors for students, Carleton College and
Oberland College. This pricing decision seems to reflect more the
thinking of a corporate CEO than the president of a charitable organization that benefits from tax-exempt status.
My question to you, or both of you, is, if we were to focus on
these institutions with an endowment of over $500 million doing
more and providing greater assistance to working families, would
the impact be greater than what is experienced by just those attending these top colleges with big endowments? That is, will working families see the benefits of tuition costs being kept more in
check because there is not a race to the top of colleges forever increasing tuition to bring themselves ‘‘into line’’ with other colleges?
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, I guess as an economist I would say that
you would expect the compression of tuition at the top would force
the other schools to lower their tuition. In other words, there
should be a cascading effect. Just as there is probably a pulling up
effect from competing to raise tuition, there should probably be a
cascading effect down. So you would expect tuition all along the
line to begin to fall a little bit. That is what I would expect.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would that be the same for you, Ms. Munson?
Ms. MUNSON. Yes. Senator Grassley, I hope I did not misspeak.
I believe Grinnell College’s endowment is actually $1.5 billion.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Ms. MUNSON. Yes. So they have a million in the bank for each
undergraduate. And since they have no graduate students, obviously, that money should all be there for the purpose of serving undergraduate education. I believe they are spending just 2 percent
of their endowment right now on financial aid, and, if they were
spending 4 percent and dedicating that to financial aid, it would
cover the cost of every single undergraduate, not just for tuition,
but for room and board. It would be a totally free ride.
I am not an economist, so I do not have Dr. Gravelle’s level of
insight into cascading effects. It sounds like a logical idea. I do
know that many schools imitate the actions of the schools with the
largest endowments. For example, Yale has a rather well-known
formula for calculating endowment payout over 3 years’ time.
Many, many schools use precisely the same formula.
I do believe that if Harvard and Yale, and the rest at the top,
were to change their way of doing business, it would be widely imitated. It is also the case that more and more schools are in these
upper ranks. I mentioned in my testimony about how the number
of billion-plus has gone from 39 to 62 schools just in a few years.
The number of schools in the $500-million-plus category of endowment has gone from 84 to 125 in the same period of time. So there
are more and more schools in a position, perhaps, to eliminate, but
certainly to substantially alleviate, the cost of attendance.
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Senator GRASSLEY. To the two of you, I have heard that it is very
difficult to get good information about individual college endowments, meaning, it is hard to figure out how big is the endowment,
what is the payout, and what the endowment is spent on. Chairman Baucus and I have written to the IRS recently about making
the Form 990 that charities must file with the IRS more transparent. We want to make certain that Form 990 is providing information that is very useful.
My first question is, how difficult is it to find out basic information on endowments, and what should be required on Form 990
and other information that colleges must report, or should report,
for instance, to the Department of Education or to the college’s own
website?
The second question is, as you consider these issues of perhaps
making changes to the rules regarding university endowments,
what are the biggest challenges you see, for example, in defining
what is an endowment or ensuring that the increased spending
from an endowment brings real benefits to low- and middle-income
working families?
Ms. MUNSON. Defining ‘‘endowment’’ precisely, Senator, is the
key issue. It is the most difficult issue, and it is an issue that I
raised with the IRS in my comments on the revisions to Form 990.
I have a copy of something called the John Harvard Letter here.
It is kind of a bootleg copy of an annual bragging letter, I like to
call these, that in this case the Harvard Management Company
sends out to friends of the university. It illustrates this issue of
how hard it is to define ‘‘endowment,’’ in fact. Here they indicate
that their endowment, the total investment return, by the way, in
2007, which has gone up so far 23 percent, they say that the endowment has gone up from $29.2 billion at the end of June of 2006
to $34.9 billion at the end of June of 2007.
Then, really in the same sentence, actually, they indicate that
the total value of what they are calling the ‘‘general investment account,’’ which they describe as including ‘‘the endowment and related accounts,’’ grew from $33.7 billion to $41 billion. So what is
the size of Harvard’s endowment? It is what they are calling ‘‘endowment’’ and what I expect perhaps they might call ‘‘endowment’’
if the IRS asked them what their endowment was? Is it $35 billion
as of June 2007 or is it $41 billion? That is a big difference, and
that is a load of money, of course, in the first place.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Dr. GRAVELLE. There is a lot of data that is not available unless
you dig through financial statements, and even then there were
cases where I could not find data on payout rates, on assets. On
the return to assets, I was just lucky because somebody else did a
study. There is no data that I can find, except one school, on the
share of its offshore investments. It seems to me that is a very important question for this committee to know.
So I think that on the 990, it would be nice if the endowment
could be separated and if these particular classes of investments
that are of interest in public policy and the payout ratio, all that
material, could be put either on the 990 or it could be required to
be made available to the Department of Education. But I think
there is something more than getting this data. It is also making
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it easily available. To gather data from the 990, you have to be a
fairly accomplished researcher. You have to be able to extract this
data, unless you just want to look at one university.
So if you want a picture of what is going on everywhere, I would
say, decide what you really need to know and require the Education Department to post it on the Internet—every institution, the
endowment, the return, the asset allocation, where they are putting their money. These are not private companies that will need
to keep secrets. These are things that the public should know about
in the interest of pursuing public policy.
So again, I looked on the 990 and I could not find the endowment
for Harvard. I could find out how much Larry Summers was paid,
but I could not find out how much the endowment was or how
much they have offshore, or how much they had in different funds,
or what the return was. So, I think those sorts of things I did in
my study are important things to require schools to do, not to leave
it to NACUBO (the National Association of College and University
Business Officers). They will not give you individual institution information, and it is just as long as they have been in existence that
we have any of this aggregated anywhere.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Shapiro, currently a taxpayer employed by a tax-exempt organization is permitted to defer all, or a portion of, compensation.
The tax laws applicable to this taxpayer currently provide that any
deferred compensation will be taxable in the first year in which the
compensation is no longer subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture.
In this instance, the taxpayer may lose his or her right to compensation if, for example, the taxpayer leaves the organization before he or she is vested in the compensation. So would you answer
these questions? I would like to ask them all at once. If it is too
confusing, I will repeat them.
First, is it fair to characterize an offshore hedge fund as a taxexempt entity because the foreign corporation generally does not
pay any U.S. tax?
Two, in the context of offshore hedge funds, is it fair to say that
compensation that is deferred by U.S. hedge fund managers is not
subject to substantial risk of forfeiture? And also as part of that
question, that is, is it fair to say the manager will get paid regardless of when or whether the manager ceases to provide services for
the offshore hedge fund?
Then, lastly, should Congress tax compensation paid by an offshore hedge fund and deferred by a U.S. hedge fund manager like
a taxpayer employed by a tax-exempt organization? That is, if compensation is not subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture, should
the compensation be taxable immediately upon performance of
services?
Mr. SHAPIRO. Well, fairness, I guess, is in the eyes of the beholder. I think that the rules that apply to employees of charitable
organizations do not now apply to managers of offshore funds.
Should they? I think that is the question that this committee is debating. But up until now, they have not been. The deferrals that
are used by managers have business purposes, and I think they are
particularly sanctioned by the current Internal Revenue Code.
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As to whether those rules should be applied to an offshore entity,
which is part of, I think, the question of, is an offshore fund the
same as a tax-exempt organization? I think you could make that
argument, in the sense that offshore funds generally, for lots of
very good reasons that we all know and this Congress has approved, are not taxed on their capital gains income, not taxed on
their interest income. They are taxed at 30 percent, generally, on
dividend income.
The reason for the tax exemption, in the case of an offshore fund,
is a policy reason, which is, we want those offshore funds to invest
their money, just as foreign investors do, and the investors choose
to invest through foreign corporations rather than individually. For
a variety of reasons, we want them to invest. There is a whole policy of having them invest.
So they are tax-exempt in the sense that we have in the Internal
Revenue Code a variety of rules that make those entities generally
exempt from tax. Are they exactly the same as tax-exempt organizations in the United States? No. But there are similarities, I
would agree with that.
The risk of forfeiture issue. I really do not have a definite answer
as to how you want to deal with offshore fund deferrals. I think
that offshore fund deferrals should be treated in a sort of evenhanded way with any other deferred compensation packages that
are developed by Congress, just as the recent section 409(a) rules
clearly apply to hedge funds, apply to anybody who has deferred
compensation.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. Berkley and Mr. Kramer, some view the reinsurance issue
as a transfer pricing issue. That is, if the reinsurance premium is
priced at arm’s length, the U.S. tax system is collecting what it
ought to collect with respect to the U.S. economic activity of these
transactions. On the other hand, section 163(j) reflects the concern
of tax policymakers, that, even if debt is priced at arm’s length, the
potential for stripping the U.S. tax base requires additional limitations on interest deductibility.
Two questions, and I will ask them both at the same time. Is this
issue predominantly a transfer pricing issue? If so, are existing
rules adequate to police potential abuse? Two, in what respects is
this issue similar, or different from, the earnings stripping issue
presented by related party debt?
Mr. KRAMER. Well, first, you do have, as we said, the excise tax
as one issue. The second is that the business is transferred with
substantial risk as opposed to what you would call earnings stripping, which is not analogous. Reinsurance is a high-risk transaction. The result is, there are periods when it goes exactly the opposite way, when the tax, as I said earlier in testimony, can be well
over 100 percent because the excise tax exceeds the net loss, and
the net loss is not tax offset in any way.
So I believe the current transactions are fair. I do not think the
analogy is to earnings stripping. I do believe the reinsurance industry provides valuable capacity to the U.S. industry to write additional reinsurance or insurance.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Berkley?
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Mr. BERKLEY. Well, I think, first of all, one has to look at the
fact that there is 2 to 3 times more reinsurance from affiliates to
their parent or affiliate in Bermuda or foreign countries than arm’s
length transactions that happen with unaffiliated companies. That,
in and of itself, tells you that something is happening.
Number two, I think it is very difficult to assess exactly whether
the pricing is arm’s length or not. We would assess that it is more
favorable than not, but we think the 163(j) example of earnings
stripping is appropriate, especially given the taxation method for
insurance companies where the tax is based on the amount of business transferred, because the nature of property and casualty
transaction taxation is that it is based on the discount of the
amount of loss reserves moved offshore.
So when you move just a sheer larger amount of loss reserves
than you would in an arm’s length transaction, that, in and of
itself, saves you tax and gives you an extended deferral. The longer
the tail of the reserves or the longer you hold the reserves, the
more valuable that deferral is. So, in commercial lines casualty
business, it is an enormously valuable deferral, so we think 163(j),
sir, would be, in fact, a very good example of what we are talking
about. Transfer pricing. More effort by the Treasury and a little
more strength could help on that, and that is an issue, but it is a
smaller part of the issue.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Kramer, according to the Dowling April
2007 report, the amount of U.S. premiums ceded to Bermuda affiliates varies from company to company. For example, in the previous
year, 2006, 3 companies ceded more than 80 percent of their U.S.
premiums to Bermuda, 6 companies ceded between 50 percent and
80 percent to Bermuda, 5 companies ceded less than 50 percent,
and 1 company ceded zero percent.
Four questions. First, what explains this variation among Bermuda-based insurers? Two, what percentage of U.S. premiums does
your company cede to Bermuda affiliates? Three, what factors affect the level of U.S. risk ceded to Bermuda affiliates? Fourth, how
big of a factor is the ability to earn investment income tax free in
Bermuda?
Mr. KRAMER. The first is that the wide variety of cessions indicates that there are other business reasons besides simply tax for
ceding business between affiliates. It is more for the capital management and for risk distribution.
The second question.
Senator GRASSLEY. What percentage of U.S. premiums does your
company cede?
Mr. KRAMER. My company does not.
Senator GRASSLEY. None? Zero?
Mr. KRAMER. At the moment, because we have an inactive company. Our Bermuda company is our only operating company.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Then, three, what factors affect the level of U.S. risk ceded to
Bermuda affiliates?
Mr. KRAMER. That, as I said, has to do with, first, I think, management of assets and capital. Also, there is a level of regulation.
Remember that all these companies are State-regulated, so it is not
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simply taxed, or Federal, or transfer pricing, or excise, but it also
happens to have State regulation involved in this as well.
These transactions simply cannot be done as alleged, as simply
a paper transaction. These are substantial contracts between companies, and they need to be secured and they need to be able to
pay, and the assets have to be available in the case claims are
paid. So, there are several levels of regulation that look at this.
Senator GRASSLEY. And I suppose my last question you have already answered. You say there are many factors involved. Well, my
question was, how big of a factor is the ability to earn investment
income tax free in Bermuda?
Mr. KRAMER. Well, I think the ability to earn it, I think, is a factor. But the differential may not be as great as one may think because most of the business ceded to Bermuda, first, is short tail,
that does not generate substantial investment income. Insurance
companies only have two sources of income, premiums and investments. As Mr. Berkley points out, in the longer tail business, investment income is a more significant part of the total.
But again, if you take the differential between municipal bonds
and the 1-percent excise tax on gross and realize that investment
income is only probably 50 percent of income in a property and casualty company, then you are really dealing with a differential that
is overcome by the excise tax, because the difference between municipal bonds which are tax-free at, let us say 4 percent, and in
Treasury or other investments at 5 percent, the excise tax more
than covers that twice over.
Senator GRASSLEY. Did you want to join in that, Mr. Shapiro?
You looked like you were——
Mr. SHAPIRO. No.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Kramer, again, I understand reinsurance
relates primarily to risk taking. According to the Reinsurance Association of America, reinsurance with offshore affiliates is ‘‘undertaken to achieve corporate objectives that extend beyond risk sharing.’’ What are those other objectives?
Mr. KRAMER. Well, I think it is capital management, among others. I am not sure of too many of the other issues. Certainly tax
is an issue, there is no question about it. But it is just overblown
when you look at the other factors that are involved, and it is offset, as I said, by both transfer pricing and excise tax.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Berkley, in a follow-up to what Mr. Kramer says, you are unable to reinsure with offshore affiliates. What
is your reaction to Mr. Kramer’s comments, and how do you
achieve those other corporate objectives, if at all?
Mr. BERKLEY. Well, we actually buy reinsurance, but we spend
6 percent of our premium to buy reinsurance to protect our company, as opposed to the 40, 50, 70, or 80 percent. If, in fact, we
were to change from our commercial lines casualty focus to more
of a property focus, that might go up, but it would still be—on average, our coalition spends 15 percent.
So I think that it is great to talk about risk transfer, but when
you look at all the rest of the industry that does not have the affiliation offshore and you say they average 15 percent, it is fair to say
there is something else going on.
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In addition, I think, if you look at the history of the industry, in
fact, it is not half of the profits that come from underwriting and
half from investment income. The vast majority of the industry’s
profits over long-term history—not the past 5 years but over the
long-term history—have come from investment income. The 1-percent premium tax is not based on the average portfolio of investable assets, it is based on the premiums that move offshore.
The invested assets that earn that higher return offshore accumulate over a period of time, so in fact there are many years of
accumulated investable assets that build up over there. So I think,
in fact, the tax issue is a much more significant factor in this picture.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
My last question is to Mr. Shapiro. What role do hedge funds
play in the foreign reinsurance industry?
Mr. SHAPIRO. I am really not an expert on that, so I cannot give
you any kind of definitive comment. I think some hedge funds participate to some extent in investment insurance policies or insurance premiums, but that is a new thing.
Senator GRASSLEY. If you do not have an overall view, do you
know of any hedge funds that are deeply involved in reinsurance?
Mr. SHAPIRO. I do not know of any hedge funds that are really
ostensibly involved in the reinsurance business. It is not a primary
focus for hedge funds.
Senator GRASSLEY. But you at least know that there are hedge
funds——
Mr. SHAPIRO. I know of one. I can think of one hedge fund that
does participate with reinsurance companies in acquiring an aggregation of policies.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. SHAPIRO. But that is just one instance out of 8,000 or 9,000
hedge funds.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
For Chairman Baucus and the rest of the committee, and particularly for waiting for me to come back, I thank you very much
for your cooperation and for your expert testimony.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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